
2023 MCAS Sample Student Work and Scoring Guide 
 
Grade 5 English Language Arts 
Question 12: Essay  
 
Reporting Categories: Language and Writing 
Standard: L.PK-12.1 - Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking. 
Standard: L.PK-12.2 - Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing. 
Standard: L.PK-12.3 - Apply knowledge of language to understand how language functions 
in different contexts, to make effective choices for meaning or style, and to comprehend 
more fully when reading or listening. 
Standard: W.PK-12.2 - Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, 
organization, and analysis of content. 
Standard: W.PK-12.4 - Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
Item Description: Write an essay that explains an important idea presented in the 
passage; use important details from the passage as evidence. 
 
 
View item in MCAS Digital Item Library 

 

Essay Prompt  
 
For this question, you will write an essay based on the passage(s). Your writing should: 

• Present and develop a central idea 
• Provide evidence and/or details from the passage(s). 
• Use correct grammar, spelling, and punctuation. 

Based on the passage, write an essay that explains how the special features of elephants 
help them to survive. Be sure to use information from the passage to develop your essay. 

 
 

Continue to the following page to see the scoring guides for this question. Sample student 
responses begin on page 3. The annotations that appear above each sample response 
describe elements of the response that contributed to its score for Idea Development and 
Standard English Conventions. 

 

  

https://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/search/map.aspx?ST_CIS_CODE=L.PK-12.1
https://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/search/map.aspx?ST_CIS_CODE=L.PK-12.2
https://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/search/map.aspx?ST_CIS_CODE=L.PK-12.3
https://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/search/map.aspx?ST_CIS_CODE=W.PK-12.2
https://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/search/map.aspx?ST_CIS_CODE=W.PK-12.4
https://mcas.digitalitemlibrary.com/home?subject=ELA&grades=Grade%205&view=ALL&itemUIN=EL624182427
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Scoring Guide for Idea Development 
Select a score point in the table below to view the sample student response. 

Score* Description 

4A • Central idea is clear and fully developed 
• Effective selection and explanation of evidence and/or details 
• Effective organization 
• Clear expression of ideas 
• Full awareness of the purpose for writing 

4B 

3 

• Central idea is general and moderately developed 
• Appropriate selection and explanation of evidence and/or details 
• Moderate organization 
• Adequate expression of ideas 
• Sufficient awareness of the purpose for writing 

2 

• Central idea may be present and is somewhat developed 
• Limited selection and explanation of evidence and/or details 
• Limited organization 
• Basic expression of ideas 
• Partial awareness of the purpose for writing 

1 

• Central idea is not present and/or not developed 
• Insufficient evidence and/or details 
• Minimal or no organization 
• Poor expression of ideas 
• Minimal awareness of the purpose for writing 

0 The response shows evidence the student has read the text, but does not address the 
question or incorrectly responds to the question. 

 

Scoring Guide for Standard English Conventions 
Select a score point in the table below to view the sample student response. 

Score* Description 
3A 

• Consistent control of a variety of sentence structures relative to length of essay 
• Consistent control of grammar, usage, and mechanics relative to complexity and/or 

length of essay 
3B 
3C 

2 
• Mostly consistent control of sentence structures relative to length of essay 
• Mostly consistent control of grammar, usage, and mechanics relative to complexity 

and/or length of essay 

1 
• Little control and/or no variety in sentence structure and/or 
• Little control of grammar, usage, and mechanics relative to complexity and/or 

insufficient length 

0 Sentences are formed incorrectly with no control of grammar, usage, and mechanics and/or 
insufficient length. 

 

*In both scoring guides, letters are used to distinguish between sample student responses that earned the same 
score (e.g., 4A and 4B). 
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Idea Development—Score Point 4A 
The essay presents a clear and fully developed central idea that explains the special features elephants 
have that help them to survive. Information about their trunks, family bonds, and memory skills are 
included in the essay, with appropriate transitional words between ideas. The essay uses evidence well 
and integrates relevant facts by paraphrasing information from the passage: “One way trunks are helpful 
is that they help the elephants breathe, drink, smell, and explore objects. Trunks also help these gentle 
giants spray water on their sensitive skin so they don’t get sunburnt.” Effective organization contributes to 
a cohesive essay. Precise vocabulary allows a clear expression of ideas throughout: “These animals have 
an exceptionally good memory, which helps them to survive in a plethora of ways.” The essay reflects a 
full awareness of the purpose for writing.  

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 3A 
The essay demonstrates consistent control of a variety of sentence structures, as shown in the following 
examples: “One way a good memory helps elephants to survive is that they can remember where to find 
water in a drought. Helpful, right? . . . In conclusion, there are many helpful attributes that help these 
friendly pachyderms survive, like their trunks, their family bonds, and lastly their memory. These 
vivacious creatures certainly have many features to help them survive successfully!” Although minor 
punctuation errors are present, they do not detract from the overall meaning, and the essay demonstrates 
consistent control of standard English conventions for this grade level. 

 

 

Back to Scoring Guides 
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Idea Development—Score Point 4B 
The essay includes a fully developed central idea that identifies special features elephants have to help 
them survive. Relevant information explains how both the trunk and skin help elephants survive. These 
and other special features are clearly identified, and explanations are based on quoted evidence from the 
passage. The essay is organized effectively, with a body paragraph dedicated to each feature. Grade-
appropriate vocabulary allows for clear expression of ideas. The essay is fully developed and 
demonstrates a strong awareness of the purpose for writing. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 3B 
The essay contains a variety of sentences structures that show a consistent control of grammar, usage, and 
mechanics, such as the following examples: “The special features of elephants help them to survive by 
giving them food and water and the ability for breathing, which the trunk does, and providing them with 
moisture, which the skin does. . . . When the trunk takes in air, it enables elephants to get the oxygen they 
need to live. When elephants are thirsty and need water, the trunk helps the elephants get the water, as the 
elephants use it to drink.” Minor errors do not detract from the overall meaning. Based on its length and 
complexity, the essay demonstrates consistent control of standard English conventions for this grade 
level. 

 

 

Back to Scoring Guides  
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Idea Development—Score Point 3 
The essay has a moderately developed central idea that elephants use their special features to help them 
survive. This central idea is supported with an appropriate selection of evidence about elephants’ special 
features, including the trunk, tusk, and memory.  Explanations of both quoted and paraphrased evidence 
create a moderately organized essay. Expression of ideas is adequate, and the conclusion generally 
summarizes the special features discussed in the passage and demonstrates a sufficient awareness of the 
purpose for writing: “Elephants trunks, tusks, and memories are just some of the amazing features . . . 
survive in the wild.” 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 3C 
The essay shows consistent control of grammar and usage. The beginning sentences are varied and show 
grade-level awareness of sentence structure using quotations and paraphrased evidence from the passage. 
Minor spelling errors (e.g., “firce” and “deffinetly”) are present, but do not interfere with the overall 
meaning. Based on length and complexity, the essay reflects consistent control of standard English 
conventions for this grade level. 
 

 

Back to Scoring Guides 
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Idea Development—Score Point 2 
The essay includes a somewhat developed central idea that elephants have special features to help them 
survive. Some ideas, such as the trunk and tusks, are identified with limited information about how they 
aid in survival. A basic expression of ideas is present with heavy reliance on the language of the text. 
Each sentence is connected to the central idea, but it is not further developed. Organization is also limited; 
the essay includes a basic introductory sentence with transitions between each feature, but it ends 
abruptly. There is partial awareness of the purpose for writing. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 2 
The essay demonstrates mostly consistent control over grammar, usage, and mechanics. Sentences are not 
varied, but they are mostly correct. Punctuation, including commas, are used correctly, as in this example: 
“This massive creature uses their trunk as a way to breathe, greet each other, drink, eat, explore objects, 
comfort, communicate, protect and play.” Given its length and complexity, the writing demonstrates 
mostly consistent control of standard English conventions for this grade level. 

 

 

Back to Scoring Guides 
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Idea Development—Score Point 1 
The response includes a minimally developed central idea with insufficient evidence of ideas, The 
response states a few facts about how an elephant’s trunk helps it “grab food and get a drink of water,” 
but the ideas are not further developed. The response is minimally organized with information drawn 
from one paragraph of the passage. There is minimal awareness of the purpose for writing. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 1 
The response includes only simple sentence structures, and it contains errors throughout. Although there 
is correct usage of periods, there is no sustained evidence of other mechanics varied language. The 
response lacks the length or complexity to demonstrate more than minimal control of standard English 
conventions for this grade level. 

 

 

Back to Scoring Guides 
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Idea Development—Score Point 0 
The response does not address the central idea of explaining how the special features of elephants help 
them to survive. A brief reference to African elephants is mentioned and may show the student has read 
the text. However, no information is related to supporting the task. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 0 
The response consists of two lines of text and is of insufficient length and complexity to demonstrate 
control of standard English conventions for this grade level. 

 

 

Back to Scoring Guides 
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